
REVIVAL PING PONG TABLE
Our moto in the studio is : “Attention to detail is the religion of success”.  Our new Revival Series of game tables proves it.

With a nod to classical architecture and inspired by the fluting details denoting such detail and craftsmanship, we designed 
the Revival Ping Pong Table.  The ornate detailing and flute work of solid columns led to this beautiful and strong series of 
gaming tables. Solid premium walnut legs are turned on a lathe and then flutes are carved in. Not only is it beautiful, but the 
heft of the legs creates a rock solid table that one could dance on if so inclined to celebrate a victory.  The base is solid 
steel, your selection of powdercoat color.  

The top is premium walnut with a rock maple centerline as well as perimeter inlay.  The net is a leather and fabric net with 
tension adjustment, and hand turned walnut spindles that the net perfectly wraps around.  The table doubles as a dining 
table, perfectly seating 8-10 people, that way you can play a game before or after you dine!
 
* Includes two custom-made walnut paddles, 3 star balls, and a wall-mounted rack to display the paddles and balls. 
* Finished with a natural, food-safe, hand-rubbed oil and wax finish that is low VOC (and food safe when dry) and environ-
mentally friendly while offering protection.
* Solid black walnut, hand-turned legs
* ITTF Regulation size of 108" x 60" x 30" tall | We do custom sizes as well.
* Lead time is 6-8 weeks unless a rush order is requested.
* Designed and crafted in California. 
* Comes with 2 paddles, 3 balls, and a walnut wall rack to store the paddles and balls.  
* We also offer an upgraded deluxe accessory kit as shown on the right. 
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Our ping pong table comes stock with 2 paddles, 3 balls and a wall rack (shown above).

After many requests we also offer a Deluxe Accessory Kit for $650 extra. 
The Deluxe Accessory Kit (24" x 11") includes:
4 paddles, 7 balls, and a larger wall rack to house 4 paddles and 5 balls on the wall. People love to have the extra paddles 
and balls for doubles games, and balls always get lost or eaten by the dog.    


